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About This Game
A mysterious girl in the raincoat comes to the city submerged by rain.
Subside the rain and save the city by illuminating the lamp and stone posts with her little light 5d3b920ae0

Title: Flood of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Irisloft
Publisher:
Irisloft
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 32bit
Processor: 2.3 GHz Dual Core CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Gr

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I like a puzzle game where you can work out how to do the puzzles using logic. For me, this game was all about trial and error. If
you're okay with that, buy it (as it looks beautiful and is good value). Otherwise, get something like Life Goes On instead.. I like
a puzzle game where you can work out how to do the puzzles using logic. For me, this game was all about trial and error. If
you're okay with that, buy it (as it looks beautiful and is good value). Otherwise, get something like Life Goes On instead..
Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game that serenades the player with piano music while they travel through
a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in regards to gameplay, the audio and visuals combine to make a very
enjoyable and overall relaxing experience. My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear
that it was not the devs primary language as there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something
to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up. I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and
Abzu00fb, or for someone who wants to relax after a long day at work or school.. Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D
puzzle game that serenades the player with piano music while they travel through a city solving puzzles. Although the game is
quite basic in regards to gameplay, the audio and visuals combine to make a very enjoyable and overall relaxing experience. My
only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as
there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up.
I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and Abzu00fb, or for someone who wants to relax
after a long day at work or school.. I like a puzzle game where you can work out how to do the puzzles using logic. For me, this
game was all about trial and error. If you're okay with that, buy it (as it looks beautiful and is good value). Otherwise, get
something like Life Goes On instead.. Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game that serenades the player with
piano music while they travel through a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in regards to gameplay, the audio
and visuals combine to make a very enjoyable and overall relaxing experience. My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that
although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as there are some small grammatical errors
through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up. I would recommend Flood of Light to
those who enjoy games like Journey and Abzu00fb, or for someone who wants to relax after a long day at work or school.
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